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CCD versus CMOS

CCD
 Made of Silicon

 Based on Photoelectric Effect

 Array of Pixels

CMOS
 Made of Silicon

 Based on Photoelectric Effect

 Array of Pixels



Photoelectric Effect

 First explained by Albert Einstein (Nobel Prize)

 A photon strikes metal, “knocks off” an electron



Photoelectric Effect

 Silicon – a semiconductor – also exhibits this effect

 Photons can penetrate silicon, so electrons are released inside

 CCD and CMOS sensors use ultrapure silicon as the detector



Semiconductors

 Silicon can also be “doped” with other atoms – adding an 
impurity to the crystal

 These atoms alter the electrical properties

 In an N-type material, an extra electron is added
 This will float around the crystal lattice, making the 

semiconductor much more conductive

 In a P-type material, the impurity is one electron short
 This “hole” can also float around the crystal lattice, also making 

the semiconductor much more conductive



Semiconductors

 By placing P-type and N-type material in contact, we can form 
diodes and transistors – the fundamental building blocks of 
electronics

 We can also make silicon dioxide, which is an insulator
 And we can add aluminum or copper tracks for wiring



Semiconductors

 This is how all modern electronics are built

 Most electronics are sealed up to prevent light from interfering

 CMOS and CCD sensors take advantage of silicon’s light 
sensitivity

 As we can see, they both detect light exactly the same way

 So what’s the difference???



CCD

 Charge Coupled Device

 The pixels are defined by oxide
insulator and wire electrodes

 The insulated electrodes attract 
the electrons, holding them in 
place

 During the exposure, electrons 
accumulate in the “well”



CCD

 By cycling the electrodes, we can 
shuffle the electrons from pixel to 
pixel

 (This is where the term “charge 
coupled” comes from)

 Eventually all the electrons come out 
in one corner



CCD

 A single amplifier in one corner 
provides exceptional readout 
consistency

 (Faster CCDs may use up to 4)

 External electronics amplify and filter 
the signal

 An analog-to-digital converter turns 
the electrons into a number

 CCDs do require complex support 
circuitry
 many clock voltages



CCD

 CCDs have been refined over decades

 Very mature technology

 Many different enhancements

 Various options – full frame, interline, 
anti-blooming, multiple readouts, etc.

 Microlenses help minimize the effect of 
circuitry on top of the chip



CCD

 Back-illuminated thinned CCDs 
get the electrodes out of the way

 The best sensors can achieve 98% 
quantum efficiency

 Read noise can be as little as 1-2 
electrons (very slow readout)



CMOS

 CMOS is the most common type of 
semiconductor technology used today

 Used for everything: microprocessors, 
memory, logic, analog

 Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

 This just means there are N-channel and P-
channel MOSFET transistors; one pulls up, the 
other down

 Advantages are high speed and low power

 (CCD sensors usually use the older NMOS 
architecture)



CMOS Image Sensors

 CMOS image sensors are read out differently

 There is a separate readout amplifier at every pixel

 Since the device is fabricated using CMOS technology,
additional functions can be integrated

 Usually CMOS imagers include a built-in A/D converter

 This makes CMOS cameras simpler and less 
expensive;
external interfaces are digital

 CMOS sensors are usually faster to read out than CCD

 CMOS sensors can selectively read out subframes



So CMOS is better?

 Not so fast!

 The extra transistor amplifier at every pixel takes up some space

 That space is not sensitive to light

 This “fill factor” reduces quantum efficiency

 It also reduces well depth – how many electrons the pixel can 
hold

 Fixed pattern noise - many readout amplifiers, not one

 Extra circuitry results in more noise, leakage, residual charge, 
etc.

 The most advanced CMOS sensors have extremely small pixels



So CCDs are Better?

 As of today, the best CCD sensors still provide superior image 
quality
 Lower noise

 Lower dark current

 Higher well depth

 Higher quantum efficiency

 But $$$

 CMOS has huge advantages in cost/performance

 CMOS is improving steadily, and closing the performance gap



CMOS is Evolving

Example: 

SONY Exmor

Technology

First step is 
reducing 
circuit noise



CMOS is Evolving

Thinner 
circuitry 
makes for 
improved QE, 
wider 
acceptance 
angle



CMOS is Evolving

Moving to 
back-
illuminated 
provides 
excellent 
sensitivity

Deeper well 
option for 
enhanced IR 
sensitivity



CMOS is Evolving



CMOS is Evolving



Now the Bad News

 SONY has discontinued their 
entire CCD product line

 Tested sensor wafers have been 
built and stockpiled in vaults

 CCDs will still be available for 
5-10 years depending on the 
product

 Camera manufacturers had to 
lock in their supply

 Manufacturers cannot buy more 
sensors than they have reserved

 The best CMOS sensors are not 
optimized for astronomy

 Many have Bayer matrix 

 Pixel sizes are too small – 
designed for cell phones

 BGA style packaging makes 
thermoelectric cooling difficult



Not All Bad

 ON Semiconductor has acquired Truesense (formerly Kodak)

 This should ensure stability

 Committed to continuing with high-performance CCDs

 Still bringing out new products (e.g. KAF-16200 16 megapixel)

 ON Semiconductor also has acquired several CMOS companies



Not All Bad

 SONY is continuing to develop their CMOS offerings

 Product roadmap looks promising

 Wait and see…



Not All Bad



Not All Bad

 New companies are entering the 
market

 One example is Gpixel

 GSENSE400BSI 

 Back-illuminated

 11 micron pixel, 2048 x 2048

 1.2 electron read noise

 Low dark current

 12-bit converter



What Does the Future Hold?

 CCD and CMOS will continue to coexist

 CCD’s niche will shrink to only the highest-performance 
applications

 CMOS will continue to improve

 CMOS may eventually supplant CCD entirely, but it will take 
years

 Eventually we should see large array, larger pixel, back-
illuminated CMOS sensors with performance on a par with CCD
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